FF450$^\text{plus}$ Fundus Camera with VISUPAC
A powerful diagnostic duo
The FF450\textsuperscript{plus} fundus camera combined with the VISUPAC\textsuperscript{®} imaging system stands for diagnostic precision. Whether for glaucoma, AMD or diabetic retinopathy examinations, it delivers images of excellent quality and diagnostic detail for various imaging modes. Together, FF450\textsuperscript{plus} and VISUPAC provide a consistent high level of measurement precision and reliable operation.

\textbf{Convenience you can feel}

VISUPAC features an extensive image processing, editing and measurement suite. Disease documentation can be enriched with markings and annotations for future reference or for image overlay to visualize disease progression. A unique AutoMap function lets you create magnificent wide-angle panoramic images at the push of a button.

\textbf{Quality you can see}

The renowned optical quality of the FF450\textsuperscript{plus} and integration with VISUPAC’s digital imaging capabilities makes the difference. The result is images of exquisite detail – a must for today’s demanding ophthalmic professionals – be it for disease documentation, presentations, or for use in clinical trials. Its optical zoom features three magnification levels (20°, 30° and 50°) for optimal diagnostic insight. In addition, the highly flexible tilt and swivel mechanism allows imaging from virtually any angle.
**Measurements you can trust**

The exclusive ZEISS telecentric optics of the FF450®plus provide constant magnification, independent of focusing and position, resulting in virtually no distortion. Together with VISUPAC’s uniquely harmonized sensors, this enables you to accurately and repeatedly measure and analyze disease progression.

**Image management so you can manage disease**

Integrated data management functions enable fast, easy and secure documentation and storage of examination results for a comprehensive review and disease management. The built-in search function lets you easily query your patient and image database over numerous parameters for convenient data access.

**Technology you can build on**

Ophthalmic solutions from ZEISS are built for reliability and solid return on investment – as is the FF450®plus fundus camera with VISUPAC. As a scalable system with a modular design, it can be upgraded at any time to suit future needs – for example, adding indocyanine-green angiography or fundus auto fluorescence to expand your retinal diagnostic procedures.